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Located on a remediated brownfield site at the heart of Silicon Valley, the Palo
Alto Medical Foundation (PAMF) San Carlos Center draws inspiration from the
surrounding landscape to create a healing place for recovery, relaxation and
meaningful connections. It provides the latest in patient comfort, wellness and
clinical excellence.
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A New Medical Frontier: Reimagining
Post-Industrial San Carlos
Situated on a remediated brownfield site just over 30 minutes south of San Francisco, the San
Carlos Center is a gateway between the “Golden Gate City” and booming tech neighborhoods to
the south. It sits on an 18-acre former brownfield site between downtown San Carlos Caltrans and
the region’s major artery, Highway 101. The The completed first phase of the center unites a fourlevel outpatient clinic, a welcome center, an ambulatory surgery center, an urgent care center and a
four-story parking structure.
Relying on in-depth community and user research as well as Lean planning concepts, the design
team was tasked with creating the most compact campus possible. The design prioritizes site
circulation and flexible components to create a center for today and the future, with the ability to
add a 97-bed acute care hospital and central utility plant at a later date.
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Inspired by California
Mission Architecture
The San Carlos Center honors the regionally historic architectural concepts
of the late 18th and early 19th century California missions built for Spanish
Catholic priests. To create a connection to place like those buildings, the
center prioritizes natural light and local materials such as smooth Santa
Barbara plaster on the exterior, while relying on four key principles:
Respecting the Environment

Protection from Direct Sunlight

Access to Daylight

Indoor and Outdoor Space
^
The San Carlos Center features comforting views of the
landscape while incorporating historic California Mission
principles of landscape integration (historic mission exterior
above middle) and open yet covered walkways (historic
mission arcade above right).

An Enduring, Sustainable Place
In order to transform the 18-acre industrial site—where for nearly half a century transistors were
manufactured—into native healing gardens, the design teams incorporated a number of sustainable
features to help connect, revitalize, celebrate and create a regional identity.
The design team worked with landscape architecture firm Office of Cheryl Barton to help revitalize the
surrounding landscape. Through the beauty of nature, what was once a polluted industrial site is now
returned to its former natural state.

What was once pavement is now courtyards, gardens and
meadows. Elements like natural plantings, swales and perimeter paths
promote walkability.

Taking advantage of the mild northern California weather, the intertwined
architecture and Mediterranean landscapes celebrate the therapeutic
blending of nature and building through a human-scale experience.

Nurture through Nature
The San Carlos Center prioritizes the nature-health connection. Greater
transparency between the indoors and outdoors—views of and access to
greenery and nature—are proven to promote healing and faster recovery.
Numerous scientific studies have reported how hospital gardens in
particular can help patients heal.

Simplified, Advanced Care Team Communication
The Palo Alto Medical Foundation wanted the design to be as compact as possible—to help

<
This control station is across the red line, outside the
operating rooms. The care team working here tracks patients
entering and leaving the ORs.

increase communication between care teams. Through a series of full-scale rapid prototyping
sessions, the design team worked with surgeons, nurses, anesthesiologists and other healthcare
providers to determine the most efficient clinic and operating rooms.
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Nurses can watch the pre-op and post-op bays from this
integrated teaming space. Design standards, ergonomics
and accessibility were driven by client feedback from fullscale mockup sessions.
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Open-plan team spaces arranged around pods of four
people help increase collaboration and reduce costs as well
as improve patient outcomes, throughput and workflow.
Physicians and their medical assistants sit side by side to
facilitate communication. This same concept is employed in
all of the clinics and administration areas.

Comfort With Light
The compactness of the San Carlos Center minimizes travel distances and brings daylight into
almost every space. A local landscape imagery niche with special lighting also helps orient and
direct patients through the Center (below left). Clinic waiting areas and other public spaces feature
over 50 nature photographs of the surrounding area. The images create a sense of place and
connection for patients, while celebrating the natural beauty of the region.
In addition, soft, colored lighting in the imaging suites (below right) transition to ease patient stress.

^
Image niche in waiting area.

Crafting the Environment
The Palo Alto Medical Foundation incorporates organic, nature-inspired
forms and craftsmanship that speak to the local California context while
bringing tranquility, warmth and calmness to interior and exterior spaces.
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1. Reception desk crafted from chiseled resin-infused paper composite and endblock wall constructed from salvaged Douglas fir beams. 2. Detail of chiseled
Richlite desk pattern. 3. Laser-cut shading device with forms that mimic the spaces between tree leaves creates dappled light effects in the covered walkway.
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4. A landscape trellis on the garage helps to mitigate heat gain. 5. Live edge wood tables crafted from a walnut tree that fell many years ago add warmth to the
interior. 6. Botanical prints bring nature indoors and assist with wayfinding. 7. Hand-troweled plaster on interior walls provides texture and warmth.

Designing for Tranquility
Seating and waiting areas are designed to feel like home, uniting comfort,
choice and privacy, in order to provide greater dignity and calm for
patients undergoing exams, having medical procedures or receiving lifechanging medical results. Tall fabric panels and high-back seating create
a peaceful atmosphere that supports a sense of privacy and personal
space where patients get dressed and wait for MRI scans.

CLIENT
Sutter Health System / Palo Alto
Medical Foundation
SIZE
192,000 SF (Phase 1)
COMPLETION DATE
2014
COMPONENTS
Outpatient clinic, administrative
offices, ambulatory surgery
center, parking
SERVICES PROVIDED
Architecture, interior design,
medical planning, lighting,
environmental graphics, medical
equipment, Lean operational
planning
AWARDS
Contract Interiors Award,
Healthcare
IIDA Healthcare Interior Design
Competition, Best Medical Office
Building Public Spaces
Interior Design, Best of Year,
Large Healthcare
PUBLICATIONS
San Francisco Business Times,
“Sutter and PAMF set to open
$200 million new San Carlos
Center on Monday,” November
13, 2014
Interior Design, “Nature and
Nurture: NBBJ’s Palo Alto
Medical Foundation San Carlos
Center,” July 30, 2015
Contract, “Palo Alto Medical
Foundation San Carlos Center,”
September 28, 2015

“We get compliments from patients daily about our
new facility and how pleasant it is to get medical
care here. Physicians and staff have also responded
very positively to the new design and have found
that it works well in improving communication
among the teams.”
DR. ALIREZA SHAFAIE, PHYSICIAN, PALO ALTO MEDICAL FOUNDATION

ABOUT NBBJ
NBBJ is an award-winning global design and architecture firm focused on
helping clients capitalize on the relationship between people and the design of
physical space to enhance organizational performance.
The world’s leading healthcare providers trust NBBJ to deliver measurable and
sustainable improvement in performance and care. Our teams have partnered
with some of the leading healthcare institutions worldwide, including nine of the
top 14 U.S. News and World Report Honor Roll hospitals. Within the architecture
industry, NBBJ has been hailed as “Most Admired” by peers in Interior Design’s
annual Healthcare Giants survey, and ranked as the second largest healthcare
design practice in the world by BD World Architecture.
NBBJ’s network of offices enables us to deliver quality projects that are
regionally and locally appropriate. It allows us to act as a single creative force,
leveraging the latest thinking from our NBBJ colleagues in other locations,
bringing a rich blend of expertise to each project.
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